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BITpaper

WER MEY LAMBO?



WEY I STARTD

You started this! We the people, tired of your self indulgence
and selfish ways, have formed an unbreakable alliance and taken

our money elsewhere.

YOU CALLED US A RETARD! 
WE MADE YOU A $BITARD!

$BITARD | No Longer Replaceable “Supreme Leader of the XRParmy”

“Any one person
outside myself,
Cracksie, Dan or

Alysse is
replaceable.”

“The reason we are
down is because

we were waiting to
strategically

market.”

“Its none of your
business! If you
don’t like it, then

leave!”

“That's unbelievably
stupid, and I hope

all of you that
have this entitled

attitude go,
TODAY!”

“Take your
money

somewhere
else!”



“We have Billboards coming” 

In the vibrant world of cryptocurrency, there lived a man named Bitard. Bitard was a
charismatic figure, known for his daring ventures, larger-than-life persona and a man
who appeared to hold family values above all. But behind the flashy exterior lay a

troubled soul, consumed by his own vices.

Bitard had a wife and children who loved him dearly, but he couldn’t resist the allure
of his side chick, Cracksie. Ignoring his family’s pleas, he left them behind in pursuit

of fleeting pleasures with Cracksie, who fed his addiction to drugs. Driven by his
insatiable desire for fame and fortune, Bitard seized an opportunity to take over a

meme coin called $Ben, a shady handshake was done. With his notoriety and charm, he
hyped up the coin, promising astronomical returns and a market cap of 35 billion

dollars.

However, behind the scenes, Bitard’s actions were far from noble. He manipulated the
market, targeted whale and retail holders alike, and abused investors, leaving a trail

of broken dreams and shattered investments in his wake. No one was safe.
As Bitard’s empire crumbled around him, his downfall accelerated. Kerlus, another
victim of Bitard, played a crucial role in exposing Cracksie in the truck by deploying
the POPO. That tragic livestream will forever be a part of Bitard's legacy, highlighted
by the iconic run from Kerlus's door. P.S. Bitard sheeted his pants that night (ask

Cracksie). All the while, Bitard’s associate PJ, realising the true nature and intentions
of Bitard, pushed him out of his own company with the support of many, leaving him

with nothing but regret and resentment.

Now destitute and alone, Bitard found himself living in a cardboard box on the cold
streets, with only Cracksie by his side. Together, they begged for ETH, clinging to the
last shreds of their former extravagance. Bitard, adorned in a tattered Gucci jacket

and a Rolex watch, was a mere shadow of his former self, a cautionary tale of greed
and hubris in the unforgiving world of cryptocurrency

Mey Storyzz
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Mey Mizzon
To unite those communities that have been so wrongfully
advised by false profits and fake Supreme Leaders. We are

creating a movement that will shake the pillars of the crypto
verse once and for all. A new era of meme is born.

Ben was our motivation from which $Bitard was born, and if he
is given free rein to continue with his actions, the consequences
will be increasingly destructive upon the crypto community. We
shall not let that happen! Through epic content, an organised

team and a wealth of web3 contacts, we the $Bitard founders
will cement $Bitard into the Meme hall of fame, creating a

thriving Bitardian Empire.

With great wealth comes great responsibility and that is
something we understand. We are working diligently on a myriad
of developments that will not only give back to those affected
but also create a utilised demand for $Bitard with a suite of

defi opportunities and engaging staking protocols.

In the end, it is our responsibility to help harbour adoption,
bring down those pillars of deceit and turn $Bitard into the

project that we all want to see succeed.

                        Start Your Lambo Engines!

$BITARD | No Longer Replaceable “$BEN is a top 50 project with a 35B MC”



$BITARD TOKUN
$BITARD | No Longer Replaceable

 1 BILLION TOKUNS
85% LP 10% Marketing 5% Team

I DID BURNT 100% OF LIQ

TAXZZZZ 0% / 0%

“Sultan of Solana!”



CUMUNITITY
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We know the meme landscape has changed over the years and
that is why we are focussing on generating an abundance of viral

meme content with the addition of our telegram “BitBots”. 

 We have also created dedicated channels for community
members to actively take their $Bitard participation to the next

level. We are lining up key community X spaces & TG VCs with
some of the biggest names in the game, to fully send this into

orbit.

 With huge giveaways, quests and competitions to participate in,
we are steadily building the most engaged community in the

entire cryptoverse. We are $Bitardians!

“ATMS will change the game”

BITquotes
BITsniper
BITai
BITranslator



UTILITZZZZ
We are working on being a viral meme with a mission and we understand that comes

with responsibility to create a project that has both longevity and sustainability. 

Games

In our development pipeline, we're excited to unveil several games featuring our
beloved brand ambassador, Bitard, at their core. Each game is meticulously crafted,

blending innovative NFT technology and bespoke tokens tailored for the Bitard
ecosystem. With distinct gameplay experiences, every title will boast its own

leaderboard. At the close of each month, top-ranking players will earn coveted
rewards such as NFTs, utility tokens, or exclusive merchandise. Players can leverage

BITARD NFTs to enhance their characters' skills, giving them an edge as they ascend the
leader board ranks 

Staking

As a $Bitard holder you will be able to join in on the most memeable staking plans in
the cryptoverse. We are currently developing a unique staking protocol with a 3 point

plan. That not only brings value into the $Bitard ecosystem but creates a self
sustaining ecosystem that blends the essence of what a meme should be with fun,

engaging and ultimately sustainable developments

BITbots

These are telegram bots that both utilise and reward $Bitard holders and actively
encourage user participation and community engagement. BITbots include: BITquotes,

BITai, BITsniper and BITtranslator.

$BITARD | No Longer Replaceable “Mixing Meme, Defi & Management”



UTILITZZZZ
 

SniperBot

In the envisioned fee structure for the Bitard Coin Sniper Bot system, revenue
generation for Bitard coin holders is primarily facilitated through a unique profit-

sharing mechanism. A predefined percentage of the net profits generated by the sniper
bot's trading activities—let's hypothetically say 40%—is allocated to be distributed
among all Bitard coin holders. This distribution is calculated based on the proportion

of coins each user holds relative to the total circulating supply. For example, if a user
holds 1% of all Bitard coins, they would receive 1% of the allocated 40% of trading

profits. Additionally, the sniper bot charges a transaction fee, hypothetically 0.5% of
each trade, which contributes to operational costs and liquidity. This fee structure

not only incentivizes holding the Bitard coin as a passive income source but also aligns
the interests of users and the bot's efficiency, enhancing the overall stability and value

of the coin in the market

TardFi

When you mix Tards & Defi you get TardFi, which is going to be our liquidity enhancing
and sustainable $bitard staking development. TardFi is the umbrella name for the

mission we wish to accomplish. $Bitard will do what BA couldn't and in half the time!
There will be ways for $Bitard holders to benefit from TardFi, with $Bitard NFT locks,

passive soft staking, airdrops and loans. 

$Bitard has the memes, the community and the mission goals! Are your bags packed?

$BITARD | No Longer Replaceable “Epic Community”



Memes
Marketing

“A new era of meme is born!”

ECUCISTEM
$BITARD | No Longer Replaceable

$Bitard will be the leading light in the MemeFi space. With our unique blend of viral meme
content, extensive web3 development team and Defi expertise. TardFi will provide both value
and liquidity to $Bitard holders and projects that come under TardFi. Items below will have
their specific BITpapers, with easy to read guides, which will be released in conjunction with

planned developments become functional. We are the Bitardian Guardians!

$Bitard Value

Staking

TardFi

Gaming

Community

Token
 Drops

BITsnipe



RODMAPZ
Launch Launch $Bitard

Initiate Marketing
Make Friends
BITspaces

Weekly VCs
Partnerships
LP Fund
BITsnipe
Marketing campaign
BITbots

BITcomic
BITai
Staking
Airdrops
Tard Merch
Crypto Detective Partnerships

“TardFi” DAPP
$Bitard Enterprises
CEX Listings

$BITARD | No Longer Replaceable “Big Things Coming (TardFi)”

“Lambo Lash Out Fight”  
Bitard Dev vs Ben Armstrong!

$5M MC

$10M MC

$20M MC



SOZIALS
https://x.com/Bitard_Solana

https://t.me/BitardSolana

2ZZaE2gNQSPZLEFiNzBewgQhj3wGpx4oDzuAawh4DHBB

https://bitard-solana.com/

$BITARD | No Longer Replaceable “Best website in the meme space!!!”



“Gargantuan Team and Partners !!!”

TEEEEMZ pt. 1
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Neo The CEO | Knocking out Ben Armstrong 2024

Responsible for managing the project by directing
agendas and overseeing product development. 

Ech0x0 The CTO - Devving 24/7

Oversees the development, implementation, and
management of all technological aspects within

the organization.

AZBO Graphic Design - You Think It, I Draw It

Creates visual content for the project and will
be leading the design team. I will be “Bitarding”

anything and anyone the gets in our way.

NAS Content Innovator - Destination Innovation

Responsible for strategic planning for products
prior to release and ensuring the Bitard standard



Dr D & Fund - Bitard Brand 

A dynamic duo that will be bringing their IRL experience
of marketing to the Bitard Brand. Bringing in partners

and coordinating efforts.

BITardian Guardian & Tardinator - HR 2 PR

The Wordworths amongst the team. VCs, Spaces and
keeping community informed and engaged will be crucial.

Helping the ecosystem flow!

TEEEEMZ pt. 2
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Rebel In Black - Man of Many Talents

Advisor, Content Creator and Cartoon Animator.
Bringing awareness in a multitude of innovative ways

Z & Community - Raiders!

Non stop raiding and bringing huge exposure to
$Bitard. Global brand in the making!

“Funding secured for Marketing & LP!”



FINUL FOUGHTS

$BITARD | No Longer Replaceable “This will be the biggest meme movement in history!”

So as you can see we are really pushing the $Bitard meme with some absolutely epic
content. This is not just about us trying to get one over B, we are aiming to create
the next big meme token that will actually be the stalwart for the next generation.
We have all seen memes fly, they all have a narrative. Normally they are cute and

furry, but this one is fat and hairy! So we have our narrative, we have our story, we
have the biggest catalogue of memes and viral moments from the man that ended up

being the epitome of 2023 bear market. 

So with the narrative set, the memes flowing and content is on point. The next step is
growth, something the team is focussed on. We all have a wealth of IRL business

acumen, so connections are easily made. The funding has been secured, as you can see
with the Marketing and the LP that we have locked and loaded! It is now time for

some herculean growth!

$Bitard is not just a dig at the walking horror show that is BA, its a meme on a
mission. You don't have to have been hurt by BA, to be able to join. The memes are

easily transferable and with our dev team we can make sure that no SHITFLUENCERS
or RUGGER is free to actively participate in crypto without becoming a BITard Target!
We will clean up the space, bring TardFi to the masses and turn $Bitard into a viral

meme that will transcend all others.

We also welcome messages, calls and videos from like minded crypto entrepreneurs
that would like to get behind $Bitard. We are a meme on the move and have the

team to deliver our expectations. So will you become a Bitardian today?! 

 $BITARD | NO LONGER REPLACEABLE



“$BITARD GIV ME
DA LAMBO”
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